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The work deals with psychosomatic in connection with the corresponding biblical stories and is divided
into several parts. First, the reader is introduce to the general issue of psychosomatics from which is
transition to the specific examples of psychosomatic diseases and along with a sample of places which
deal with them. The work also continues to the spiritual dimension of a person, where is explain what it
is and whether everybody has it. This chapter also includes the topic of spirituality and specifically
Christian spirituality. Furthermore, there is an of three ways from a Christian point of view how to take
care of own spiritual component, which includes the preoccupation with the Bible. Thus it is move
towards a bridging subject between psychosomatics and biblical stories of healing, which is
Hagiotherapy. In Hagiotherapy there is clarify the term, describe to how Hagiotherapy session look like,
how people work with the Bible there and how the Bible can help a person as a whole. The penultimate
circuit are illness and healing in the Bible, where I point to how the disease was understood in biblical
times. However, there is refer to the last and crucial part which is an effort of the disassembly of selected
biblical stories of healing and an offer how they can help contemporary people to have their components
in a peaceful balance.
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